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spacetech village
Discussions  |  Innovations  |  Networking 
Challenges  |  Perspectives  |  Community

www.lesassisesdunewspace.org



In 2023, with their second season, the NewSpace Sessions became an unmissable annual 
event, while establishing their role in shaping the future of the new space economy. Indeed, the 
following landmarks were achieved:

•800 attendants, 100 speakers, three conference rounds, and 45 spacetech companies were present.

•Attendance increased by 60%, demonstrating how dynamic the sector is.

•The spacetech village more than doubled in size, testifying to the rise of the industry.

• Key players in the space industry, as well as participants from the government, the military and 
parliamentary decision-makers were in attendance.

• The Sessions were highly visible in the press and on social networks, and the number of 
followers increased by over 100%!

Les Assises, the annual French 
NewSpace meeting event

Origins of the Sessions

They supported us  
for the first two events

A group of major players from the French space ecosystem originated the project,  
and are now responsible for conference project management:

S U P A E R OS U P A E R O



Increasing ambition  
and media exposure   in 2024

After the success of the first two seasons, it became obvious to all participants, partners and 
organisers that further NewSpace Sessions would take place, with, furthermore, an upscaling 
of the event:

• 4 conference cycles: 
 - New private uses (in French and English) 
 - Innovation (in French and English) 
 - Economics and politics (in French and English) 
 - Europe (in English only)

•  In particular, we will be integrating a NewSpace perspective into the dynamics of India and 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) during the plenary sessions

•  Growth of the spacetech village, with the presence of between 70 and 100 French and 
European startups

• Amplified media coverage:  
 A BFM Business TV Studio   
 will be located on-site for the event

•  A new edition of the evening gala at the National Assembly, in partnership with the 
Aeronautics and Space parliamentary group, will take place

• Our goal is to reach 1,200 participants

 
NewSpace Sessions – Season 3, the arena to promote French NewSpace development, a true hub 
for space innovation and the strategic challenges of the new French space economy.

Why partner with the Sessions?

• Show your support for French NewSpace and participate in its development

• Grow your business

•  Meet with key private and public stakeholders building the new French space economy

• Support the only French event in the NewSpace ecosystem



Since 2011, Ilago agency has been 
organising premium professional events 
in France and abroad.

An event by

Contact Nathalie Pichon
Tél : 07 69 39 25 23
E-mail : n.pichon@ilago.eu
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• Benefit from a booth with company logo at the village (fitted with stand-up table and stool)

•  Free access to the Sessions is included

•  Benefit from your logo on dedicated spacetech village communication media and 
outreach tools:

 -  Website
 -  Social networks
 -  Media relations
 -  Mailing list

• Lunch and beverages included

•  Free pass to access the evening at the french house of representatives

Pack Spacetech
990€HT

Be a key participant in the event 
by attending the spacetech village!

•  Effectively contribute to building a leading French ecosystem.
•  Associate your expertise and image with a landmark event in the national space industry.
•  Boos your visibility upstream of, during and after NewSpace Sessions, and pitch to industrial and institutional 

players.


